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The aim of the work is to contribute to understand the properties of data assimilation algorithms in infinite
dimension. With the increase of the dimension of the state space, it is natural to ask for such theoretical
background that will certainly help the improve of data assimilation algorithms.
The manuscript starts with an introduction (chap1, 4pages) that details with the main issues encountered
in data assimilation: how estimating in real time the state of a large system from observational data. By an
appropriate references to numerous articles, Ivan Kasanicky presents the state of the art, and describes
the position of his work.
Mathematical background are reminded in chap2 (16p.) with a focus on functional analysis, where major
results concerning linear operator on Hilbert space are reproduced for self consitency, and on measure
theory (definition, Radon-Nikodym theorem,..). In particular, the non existence of locally finite and
translation invariant measure for infinite dimension space is presented, that is the non existence of a
Lebesgue measure. Then cylindrical set are defined, ending with the trace class criterion that extends
Gaussian cylindrical measure into a countably additive measure on the Borelian sigma algebra.
Probability in Hilbert space is then described in chap 3 (21p.). This chapter reminds important
characterization of equivalence or singularity between two Gaussian measures. First the Cameron-Martin
theorem that describes the equivalence (singularity) of translated Gaussian measures where the
translation vector lies (does not) within the Cameron-Martin space, followed by the Feldman-Hajek
theorem that states the equivalence (singularity) of Gaussian measures when their covariance operator
are (not) related with a self-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operator. These results imply for instance that inflation
of covariance operator leads to singular measure (Corollary 3). We can regret that no example of
Cameron-Martin space is reminded that could have prepare the chapters to come. This chapter ends with
the Bayes rule formulated in finite, then extended in infinite dimension thanks to the Radon-Nikodym
derivative.
State space model and data assimilation are reported in chap4 (9p.), supported by an example based on
the diffusion equation which illustrates the case where the dimension of the problem is infinite as
encountered in geophysical data assimilation before discretization.
The next two chapters introduce the data assimilation algorithms in finite space (chap5, 7p.) and infinite
space (chap 6, 12p.), focusing on the algorithms at the core of the theoretical and numerical applications
studied in the thesis : the 3DVar, the Kalman filter, the ensemble Kalman filter and the non-linear filter as
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described from the Bayes rule. In particular, chapter 6 provides the first main result of the thesis, showing
that if the data noise is a weak random variable with a covariance operator bounded from below then, the
EnKF, the 3DVar and the bayesian filtering are well posed in sens of Hadamard. This result is very
important viewed from applications, considering the growing effort develop by weather operational centers
to design covariance operator for data noise, and tells that it might be crucial to consider the data noise
not so far from a white noise! However, we regret again that no simple example enforce the
demonstration, by giving an illustration in a usual testbed (e.g. separable Hilbert space associated with
periodic boundary condition on a segment).
Chapter 7 (18p.) tackles the question of the convergence of ensemble Kalman filter in Hilbert space,
rigorously extending the known result from Legland et al. and Mandel et al. (2011). Here, Ivan Kasanicky
presents, for the infinite dimensional setting (separable Hilbert space), the convergence in L^p of the
EnKF toward the mean field EnKF as the number of samples goes to infinite, with a non parametric
convergence rate in O(N^-1/2). This extension of the result in finite dimension being new, the
demonstration should be considered for publication. This demonstration relies on the assumption that the
dynamics is at most polynomial growth in infinity. What is the motivation of this polynomial assumption ?
considering the fact that in application we can imagine the discretized dynamics to be a bounded chaotic
dynamics (e.g. Lorenz’ 96) that is first locally Lipschitz continuous (exponential divergence controlled by
the maximum Lyapunov exponent) then bounded, that can be more favorable than the polynomial growth
assumption. If this applies for PDE, one could obtain better bound for the convergence, but without
changing the convergence rate.
The next chapter of results presents the spectral diagonal ensemble Kalman filter (chap 8, 24p.). It
develops the idea of approximating the background covariance matrix by some parametric model of
known principal decomposition. Hence, only the spectrum remains to estimate e.g. from an ensemble.
Similarly to the localization method based on the Schur product, this produces a covariance matrix with
less sampling noise affecting long distance correlation, with the promising advantage of preserving the
balance, relating the physical fields, by including them within the decomposition. We recognize a similar
idea in the hybrid formulation developed in operational centers as ECMWF or Météo-France using
variational algorithm where the background covariance operator is modeled as product of simple linear
operators, where information of the day is partly designed from estimation using an ensemble method as
well as non-linear balance equation (e.g. the omega equation). Here Ivan Kasanicky starts from a
classical EnKF and proposes a modeling of the forecast covariance with a important illustration in the
classical shallow water system. This work has been published in a well known journal (NPG) showing the
novelty and the high level of the work developed by Ivan Kasanicky.
The main results of the doctoral work are summarized in the last chap9 (2p.)
All along the manuscript, we can appreciate the care with which Ivan Kasanicky introduces all the
important results that contribute to a fluent reading ans a self-consistency of the manuscript, showing the
great understanding and expertise he has developed during the doctoral period. The publication of the
results concerning the spectral diagonal approach in an international journal attests from quality of the
research developed by Ivan Kasanicky. For all these reasons, I consider that the manuscript proposed by
Ivan Kasanicky, contains the quality and the quantity of new work required for a PhD.
Sincerely,
Dr. Olivier Pannekoucke (HDR)
Research scientist, CNRM UMR 3589 and CERFACS
Professor, École Nationale de la Météorologie, INPT-ENM
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